ILSAC Agenda: 10/15/2014

Old Business

1. Count use: On October 1, McWherter and all branches began keeping track of in-house use of monographs.
   a. Would the Law Library be interested in enabling Count Use?
   b. Any problems/challenges in execution? Scan reference items at RIS desk, does circ?
2. Article Search Database Facets: HeinOnline is up (if still delayed), but Project Muse/CQ/ISI/Journals @ Ovid are still not displaying. We’ve placed a ticket, but it hasn’t been prioritized.
3. Catalog date in bib record: Does anyone have an update or any examples (of cat. Date being updated with edits)?
4. Writing center transfer of abstracts and indexes: Should be complete. Follow-up necessary?
5. Icon to represent link resolver in Encore updated:

6. Changed 520 3_ label to Abstract (from summary), updated overlay protection (for 852), removed Chemistry branch from advanced search, and added TM6F to the holding symbol table.
7. Materials being processed for Lambuth can no longer be requested via the online catalog.
   a. Is this something we should consider for other collections? Specifically, should we remove the request icon for non-circulating or reserve collections?
   b. Some contenders: mci37, mci47, mcrd, mcsv, mcsvo

New Business

1. I’m working with Anna Neal to update branch libraries’ floor plans/diagrams and link them (under Location) in WebPAC.
   a. Is Law interested? Instead of linking to:
      http://www.memphis.edu/law/library/Floormaps.php
   b. Steve reminded me the 1st and 2nd floor images should be updated post CWC.
2. I’ve caught up on Springer eBook batch loads and will focus on JSCC loads (for titles acquired in 2012). For future reference, what batches/collections does ILSAC prioritize?
3. RIS and others continue to complain about the “check shelf” status. These items are seldom on the shelf and the status is misleading. What ideas do we have?